
OW MINI LCR 3.0 SE

By popular demand, we have designed a new upscale version of one of the

most popular speakers in our history, the OnWall Mini LCR 3.0. The new

“Special Edition” version is called the OnWall Mini LCR 3.0 SE, and it

features the same basic form, only with unparalleled performance for this

genre of speaker. Unlike most 3-in-one LCRs, the SE uses

high-performance drivers for great imaging, bass, and output. Behind the

handsome Acoustiperf grill, there are three separate audiophile speaker

systems, integrated into one clean package.

This speaker may be used without a subwoofer, but when used with a sub,

it can be part of a very serious home theater system. Not only can this fine

speaker be ordered in any color you choose, It can be custom sized up to

82″ (at a modest upcharge) to perfectly match your flat-screen television.

When only the best will do, choose the OnWall Mini LCR 3.0 SE.

Category: Soundbars

Tag: OnWall

Compact Design.

Custom lengths available.

Triad AcoustiPerf metal grill.

Easy-Mount Installation.

Fully engineered, Premium MDF enclosure.

Acoustic Suspension.

2-way design.

Triad’s Basic, Real Wood Veneer & Custom

Finishes are available for this product. The

standard finish for this product is Black paint. For

any other colors, please refer to Triad’s Custom

Match Finish program for this product. The paint

we use is a top quality enamel and is applied

with a light pebble finish. The veneer finishes are

made from real wood and coated with an

enamel clear coat.

Since all computer monitors and their colors

vary, the digital color you see here will be

different from the actual product finish.

Features

Enclosure

Finishes

25 - 150 watts

4 ohms

87

100 Hz - 20kHz

Fabric dome

(3) 1" /25mm

Proprietary reed/paper

(6) 4" /11cm

Performance Specifications

Recommended Amp Power

Impedance

Sensitivity (db 1watt/1meter)

Anechoic Frequency Response

Tweeter Type

Tweeter Size

Woofer Type

Woofer Size

Fractional Metric

Decimal

6"

54"

3 5/8"

25lbs

29lbs

Cabinet Specifications

Height

Width

Depth

Product Weight

Shipping Weight
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